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Lessons in Smart Technology
“We need technology in every classroom and in every student and teacher’s hand, because it is the pen and paper of our time,
and it is the lens through which we experience much of our world.”
“David Warlick”.

Feb 3rd, Efriend project organized an introduction to everything SMART. The educative talk was given
by Emily from Efriend, an organization that is keen on inclusive technology training and provides training to organizations and individuals. The contents of the talk was introduction , to our members, of the
SMART technology which is incorporated in the latest brands of Phones, IPad, Tablets and Televisions
etc. Within the time allocated, Emily introduced the IPad and iPhone and explained the general use of the
same. Without showing any preferences of any particular Telco, various server connection plans were
discussed for the benefit of members. Questions were raised and answered to the satisfaction of the members. The presentation was well attended and the discourse well received without any technically difficult
jargon. In future link will be provided, on our website, for self education on smart technology.
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Appreciating the Nectar of Gods, Wine
“Wine is one of the most civilized things in the world and one of the most natural things of the world that has been brought
to the greatest perfection, and it offers a greater range for enjoyment and appreciation than, possibly, any other purely
sensory thing.”
― Ernest Hemingway

A talk on the pleasures of life doesn't go amiss for those who participate in the practice of frequent
indulgence in all things “good “ for life. Surely the
various nuances of Wine tasting and appreciation
can only be furthered by being educated in the proper
etiquette of the wine indulgence. The members were
treated to the history of wine making and comparison
of the variances in Grapes. The speaker endorsed the
talk with quotes from the greats of wine makers and
philosophers, whose subject may have “been” a touch
influenced by the spirit of the fruit. Alas, for the restriction of alcohol on our premises, the membership
could not savour the tastes of the various drops of wine that were referenced in the presentation.
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ALL THING LEGAL: Robert Burton
24th Feb, Magistrate Robert Burton gave a wonderful presentation on the legal framework. The well attended talk had all those in attendance totally engrossed in the various stories of involving the due process
of Law.. Robert had more than a few stories of his life on the bench. He touched on the process of selection
to the bench and the various communities that he served as a legal officer in Western Australia. Recollections ranged from judgements on criminal, family, legal interpretations, commercial and petty squabbles.
For people intimidated by the legal process, Robert had no dearth of stories from the callous to the most
unbelievable. He seemed an individual whose judgements could not be taken lightly even at the cost of the
superior courts questioning his decisions.
There were quite a few questions put to him and Robert’s answers were always balanced and to the point.
No grey areas in his “passing judgement” ,on the hypotheticals or real issues, put forward in the questions.
Great presentation!!!!!
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Safety On Premises


Use earmuffs to protect your hearing.
Your hearing can get worse.



Use eye protection. Just think what life
would be like without sight.



Wear covered footwear in the workshop.



Make sure you don’t have loose clothing
that can get caught in a machine.



Exercise correct procedures for individual machines



Clean up after you.
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On a Lighter Note
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Footy Tipping:
The 2015 football season is not far away from
commencing.
Michael is happy to conduct a tipping competition
for Joondalup Men's Shed for the 2015 season.
Cost would be $10 per person.
Prizes would be $10 for the person who tipped
all 9 winners in one week competition.
Should there be no weekly winner to prize would
jackpot each week until some one picked all 9
winners.
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Poynter Markets
28th Feb JMS was represented at the Poynter’s
farmers market. As usual
our wares were in great demand by the public and the
proceeds from the sales
were a bonus for the Shed’s
coffers.

End of season would be first, second, third and
last place in the tipping.
We would require 35 members to join the comp.
Prizes would be 23 weeks at $10

$230

End of season

70

First
Second

35

Third

10

Last

5

Total

$ 350

Competition would use the West Australian web site,
any members who do not have computer would complete a tipping form on paper and I would put in tips
on the members behalf
If interested please contact Michael Robinson at the
JMS to join the competition.

Assembly Exercises:
The call to man the various tasks of assembling
wheel barrow and Gazebos at Masters and Bunnings hardware stores, respectively, is answered
by a more than a few willing volunteers. On the
10th through to the 16th of Feb 126 wheel barrows and a large number of BBQ Gazebos were
assembled. As mentioned in previous editions of
the Bench Press, it is quite usual that the call for
volunteers is made at short notice and it is even
more gratifying that the call is answered by a
number of regular volunteers, for the successful
completion of the task. Thank you all who have
contributed their time and effort to make this
sacrifice for the good of the Shed.

These outings gives us a
great exposure and it is a
credit to all those who spent
countless hours in designing,
creating, painting and attending the stalls at these venues.
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All our external activities require volunteers,
sometimes at short notice. Please come forward
and give a helping hand to make the event a
successful one for the JMS. The proceeds from
these activities helps the Shed. Thank You
Our best to all the members who have had various operations and ailments in the last month and recuperating
through their illnesses. We wish you all a speedy recovery
and good health
Members are requested to inform the Welfare Officer of
any illness of members, whom they are in contact with ,so
that a courteous enquiry is made after the welfare of the
member. We all need support at times like these.

Members are requested to send in articles and comments for inclusion in the Bench Press Since the distribution list is not limited to internal membership, discretion is “advised”. Please submit by the third week of the
month for publication, to Reg..
rluther48@gmail.com
The Committee and Members would like to extend their Birthday wishes to the following members, whose Birthday falls in
the month of March:


Pieter Arends



Ray Cutbill



Bob Davis



Michael Dove



Dick Duggan



Denzil D’Vauz



Stan Elson

All members are requested to update their membership particulars
with Michael Robinson:

robinsonmj1950@gmail.com
94098484









Colin Gilmore
Bill Green
Les Hendon
Ronald McMillan
Jem Shorland
Robert Uitdenbugerd
William Brianson
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JMS Committee Members 2014-2015
Allen, Alexander Robert (Bob)
President

bjallen@wn.com.au

0439 859 319

Davis, Robert (Bob)
Vice President

bobfdavis@westnet.com.au

0427 082 088

Michael Robinson
JMS Secretary

robinsonmj1950@gmail.com

94098484

Shorland, Jerome (Jem)
JMS Treasurer

shorland@iinet.net.au

0423 797 487

Atkinson Don
Assist Treasurer

donrakkers@hotmail.com

94022996

Macander, Peter
Welfare Officer

macander@bigpond.net.au

0403 287 442

Cutbill Ray
Assist Welfare Officer

cutbills1@gmail.com

94487185

Woodhouse Royce
Shed manager

royce612@gmail.com

0417936344

Slavin Ron
Social

evaron@westnet.com.au

93056273

Luther, Reg
Editor Bench Press

rluther48@gmail.com

0414 998 717
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